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 Saute, Roast, Blanch or Grill
the Okra Sautéing okra long enough
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will help remove the slime (10 to 12
minutes), as will roasting or grilling.
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Cutting the
okra releases the juice that makes okra feel
slimy. Instead, remove the stem and cook
the pods whole. For smaller pieces, just use
smaller pods, rather than cutting large pods.
To
cook okra in smaller sections or pieces, add
a teaspoon or so of lemon or lime juice to
the cooking water as you boil the okra.
Cut the
okra pods just above the ridge that goes
around the top of the pod, exposing holes in
the pod which will allow some of the fluid
inside the pod to excape during cooking,
but not enough to create excessive slime.
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